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They're on the Road to Success

Thursday, September 11, 2003

Stephen and Paul Sutherland hand over the Bently to their dad Brian

Two financial wizards have made their father's dreams

But according to Paul, they were not given preferential

come true by buying him a luxury car after netting a

treatment. Instead their first weekly wage was just £47

whopping £107,543.45 in just one day.

per week and their jobs involved hands on work, which
included industrial cleaning. It was this, they added, that

Stock market success stories Paul Sutherland 31, and
his business partner brother Stephen 34, were able to

helped them to understand how the business really
worked and realise their financial dreams.

grant their dad's lifetime wish of owning his very own
Bentley Continental 2 door coupe thanks to one days

Now Stephen and Paul are keen to share their business

speculation.

know-how and have since written their first book "The
Fast Track to Financial Independence" in which they

Stephen Sutherland said "With making such a tidy sum in

share "seven essential ingredients to making money."

just one day we thought it was an ideal opportunity to
make our dads dream come true. He is the greatest dad

Paul said: "If you want to get to a stage in your life where

you could wish for and because he's helped and

you never have to worry about money again, then this is

supported us all this time, it was just our way of showing

the book you should be reading. It is written in plain

our appreciation."

English and is not just a 'get rich quick' guide, but
educates you on starting out slowly and building up your

Although the Sutherland brothers left school with few

confidence in investing."

academic qualifications they have steadily built up their
Mossley based empire which has two functions. While

Not all things turn to gold for these two brothers however.

Stephen keeps his eye on investment opportunities, Paul

Despite his delight at being given a Bentley the

looks after ISACO Ltd, a project that teaches people the

Sutherland brothers' father now has to have the garage

secrets of how to gain financial independence.

extended as his new car doesn't fit.

The brothers attribute their current success to the work

[Sneak Preview of Liquid Millionaire]

ethic instilled by their dad Brian when they worked for
the family cleaning and maintenance business.

[Click to view the newspaper article]
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